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be performed in real time� The model and enhancement procedure together thus provide a simple
spatio�chromatic color image enhancement procedure�

A natural extension of this model should integrate the three color components which depend
not only on the RGB values at the same pixel location� but rather on some spatial neighborhood
of that pixel such as a neighborhood resembling visual receptive �eld organization� This would
implement a more complete spatio�chromatic model for color vision and processing�

The proposed processing may also be adapted for displaying and enhancing color information for
individuals who have color de�ciency �deuteranopes or protanopes�� This is done by rede�ning the
cone transformation TRV such that the color image is mapped into that individual�s cone response
space�

Finally� better methods of enhancement� color image compression and quantization� color image
segmentation and color �ltering ��	� ought to be investigated in the context of this model�
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Unfortunately owing to the limited scope of this paper we cannot illustrate all these results
here�

� Summary and Conclusions

We have developed a model for color image processing� based on the design of the HVS� First a
colored image represented by calibrated red� green and blue planes� RGB� is transformed to the
HVS cone response space using a linear approximation of this transformation� These linear ap�
proximations of the cone responses are then transformed to an opponent color space which has
been shown to be similar to that of the retina �	��� This is done by modeling the retinal opponent
transform by one that reduces redundant information inherent in natural images� Chromatic cor�
relation �linear dependency between cone responses� reduction and energy compression is realized
by using a multispectral Karhunen�Lo�eve transform of the cone responses� Transforming an image
in this way results in three new planes� a broadband �with respect to wavelength� achromatic chan�
nel �K��� and two chromatic channels� red�green �K�� and blue�yellow �K�� as shown in Figure �
Image processing is then performed in the perceptual space of K�� K� and K��

It is interesting to note that natural images are characterized by low energy across most of the
spatial frequency spectrum of the chromatic channels �K� and K��� Higher energy is noticeable up
to about 	� cycles	image� High spatial frequencies with noticeable energy are apparent only in the
achromatic channel �K��� This is illustrated in Figure ��

The correspondence between the model response curves �Figure � in the case of natural images�
and those response curves psychophysically predicted� indicates that the opponent process model
well represents the behavior of the retina�

As a simple application we have investigated chromatic edge enhancement in the context of the
HVS�based model� Based on evidence of both achromatic and chromatic retinal receptive �elds�
a biologically motivated processing scheme using the Laplacian operator is applied� as a simple
example� to each of the channels� Surprisingly� in spite of the little spatial energy in the chromatic
channels� chromatic edge enhancement does add signi�cantly to the perception of image detail�
This is in accordance with the recent �nding that �Colour is what the eye sees best� ����� This
is contrary to the conventional wisdom that has motivated most of the research and technology
to focus on achromatic enhancement only� Thus rather than treat a color image in the same way
as an achromatic one and only enhance brightness� we have found that increasing chromatic high
frequencies does add to image detail�

Experimentally we have also shown that chromatic edge enhancement in our HVS�based color
space is visually superior to the same edge enhancement in other color spaces� This subjective result
is explained by the fact that Ki are closely related to the HVS color�opponent space� Therefore
HVS signi�cant data is enhanced�

In addition� as the chromatic and achromatic channels are perceptually orthogonal� changes
in one channel can be made without a�ecting the other channels� The resulting e�ect is then a
combination of the e�ects exhibited by all three channels�

Since it is possible to simplify the opponent transform from a KLT per image to a constant
transform for a wide class of images� the model can be e�ciently realized in real time for video
signals� Also� since the enhancement process can be based on small convolution masks� it too can
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To discuss the enhancement we have prepared a reference image �Figure II� with regions of
interest �A�G� marked�

Region�A contains tones of green and black� Little detail is improved with achromatic enhance�
ment alone however chromatic enhancement in this region reveals hidden detail� This same e�ect
is evident in region�F where details in the grass are much clearer in the chromatic enhanced version
than in the achromatic�

Region�B illustrates how achromatic enhancement alone can degrade the chromaticity of an
image� The pink �owers lose some of their color in the achromatic enhanced version although they
are sharper� The color of the red �owers is unchanged as is their clarity� The chromatic enhanced
version shows more colorful pinks and the red �owers are now clearer�

Region�C clearly shows how the yellow �owers and green stems are sharpened under chromatic
enhancement while achromatic enhancement results in little change� The same is true of region�E
where the red �owers are much more distinct in the chromatic enhanced image�

Region�D seems to be enhanced equally with both achromatic and chromatic enhancement�
Chromatic enhancement sharpens the green areas and highlights pink spots on the �owers leav�
ing the white �achromatic regions� almost unchanged� Because of the increased sharpness of the
green area overall sharpness seems to be improved� Achromatic enhancement sharpens mainly the
white�green border of the �ower� This region contains distinct achromatic�chromatic boundaries
and thus shows the e�ect of both achromatic and chromatic enhancement�

The e�ect in region�G is similar to that in region�C where chromatic enhancement sharpens the
yellow and red �owers while achromatic enhancement has little e�ect�

Finally it should be noted that in the combined achromatic and chromatic enhanced image
�Figure VI� the bene�ts of both type of enhancement are visible� It seems as expected as the two
enhancements are orthogonal where change in one channel does not a�ect change in the other�

��� Comparison of Results to Other Methods

To compare results� the same Laplacian based edge enhancement scheme �unsharp masking� de�
scribed in Section 
 was performed in various other color spaces �RGB� Y IQ and Y UV �� This
was performed on the test image of Figure III as well as to several other images ����� The results
using these techniques were inferior to our result as reported by subjective observation of a group
of eight observers� We explain this surprising singularity by the fact that in these color spaces the
channels are more highly correlated� Therefore each channel contains a relatively large achromatic
component� Enhancing any of the correlated channels e�ectively yields preferential achromatic
enhancement and in some cases even reduces details which are primarily chromatic� Even when
we decorrelate the raw RGB data ��Karhunen�Lo�eve transformation� the results were inferior to
ours� We explain this by the fact that our transformation takes the HVS into account and enhance�
ments are e�ectively performed in a space resembling that of the HVS thereby emphasizing details
signi�cant to the HVS�

We also visually compared our method to a few methods that are based on the hue� saturation
and intensity space including global saturation stretching ���� hue dependent saturation histogram
equalization ��� and intensity edge enhancement based on saturation �	��� In all cases subjective
quality in our method was judged to be superior�
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Figure �� Generalized scheme for image processing in the context of the model� �i is an operator
and Wi is a scalar weight applied to channel Ki� cKi is the processed channel�

ratios of �� to �� in the range of about 	 � � to 	 � 
 ensure more or less equivalent chromatic
and achromatic high frequency enhancement� The enhanced channel Ki�enh� is essentially a high
frequency enhanced version of Ki�

Since Laplacian edge enhancement emphasizes high spatial frequencies� it also increases high
frequency noise� In fact it can be shown ���� that for a stationary white noise process of average
power ��o � the noise power increases as the square of ��

As we have shown however� the chromatic channels are essentially spatially low�pass and thus
contain little noise� Higher values of gain � can thus be tolerated in these channels� On the
other hand� the achromatic channel contains high frequencies at a signi�cant level� To avoid noise
increase we should thus avoid high frequency enhancement in this channel� As a tradeo� between
enhancement and noise increase we have experimentally found that values of ��� � 	� and ��� � �
or a ratio of �� � �� � 	 �  give good results for natural images �see Section 
����

��� Experimental Results

To illustrate� a possible use of the model the simple edge enhancement method discussed in Sec�
tion 
�	 was applied to a number of images of natural scenes containing achromatic and chromatic
regions�

The original of one of these images �Figure III� shows a garden containing red� green� blue�
yellow and white regions� Figure I contains a �� � mosaic of four images showing the original
image and three enhanced versions achromatic enhanced only �K� enhanced� chromatic enhanced
only �K� and K� in equal amounts� and the �nal result being a combination of achromatic and
chromatic enhancement �K�� K� and K��� The mosaic images are scaled down versions of the
images in Figures III � VI where the scaling is a simple sub�sampling without further �ltering�

The full size images are of dimension 
��� ���� �� but have been printed at a larger scale�
again with simple up�sampling and without other �ltering� This has obviously resulted in the
evident jaggedness but this is irrelevant to our discussion� It should also be noted that contouring
�color banding� due to the limitations of the printer is evident� After processing each of the RGB
planes are scaled by the same factor to avoid clipping thus global color shifts are not produced�

�The enhancement results are available for viewing at www�ee�technion�ac�il� ran�papers�WGZ�
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Figure �� Average logarithmic power spectrum of the K� and K� planes� K� retains a large
proportion of the total image energy at high frequencies while K� �and similarly K�� contains
signi�cant energy only in the range of low frequencies� The frequency axis units are in cycles�image
where each image contains ��
� ��
 pixels�

primal sketch� can be extracted by a Laplacian operator which can also be implemented by center�
surround receptive �elds found in the retina� Thus traditional enhancement� whereby edges are
added to an achromatic image can be understood by the existence of luminous center�surround
retinal receptive �elds� Neurophysiological evidence points to the existence of similar red�green
and blue�yellow chromatic receptive �elds ����� Therefore chromatic edge enhancement should also
enhance the visual quality of a color image� It has also been shown that spatial frequency is
analyzed separately in the chromatic and luminance channels ����� We therefore perform Laplacian
edge enhancement separately on both the achromatic and each of the chromatic model channels
according to the processing scheme of Figure � and the processing operator described by equation ��

Because of the lack of an objective quality metric we de�ne �visual quality� subjectively as a
combination of sharpness of edges� vividness and visibility of faint details and general �colorfulness�
of a colored image�

L is a standard Laplacian operator �see� for example� ���� The result of the Laplacian oper�
ation is ampli�ed by gain �i which controls the degree of enhancement in each channel� Without
knowledge of the image we choose equal chromatic enhancement� that is �� � ��� By considering
the relationship between the HVS luminance and chrominance contrast sensitivity functions ����

		



axis is relatively small� and since the KLT aims at minimizing the variance along the transformed
axes� it is not surprising that the largest contributor to K� is Vs� as can be seen in the expression
for !h ���� Therefore it seems that the cone response functions have also adapted in the HVS such
that when followed by the opponent stage� energy compression will be maximized� This result is
in accordance with the role of the HVS as an e�cient information transmission system�

Other image orthogonalization techniques which are used in practice� such as Y UV �see Table 	��
YIQ� and HSI� seem to produce similar results to a straightforward KLT of RGB� To the best of
our knowledge� only the proposed transform which incorporates properties of the HVS produces
such dramatic decorrelation�

In Figure � we present the average power spectral density �PSD� of the achromatic �K�� and
chromatic red�green �K�� channels� These were obtained by averaging the PSD calculated for
characteristic individual scanlines� The behavior of the yellow�blue channel is similar to the red�
green channel but much reduced in amplitude� The PSDs of the achromatic and chromatic channels
demonstrate that the achromatic channel contains energy in the high spatial frequencies while the
chromatic channels have little or no energy in this range� This lack of energy in the range of high
frequencies amounts to spatial lowpass �ltering which reduces the energy and hence the bandwidth
of the chromatic information as compared to the achromatic one� Edges exist at the same spatial
location in each color plane �	��� and are thus retained in the achromatic channel� This is so
because K� always consists of an additive combination of Vl� Vm and Vs as explained in Section ����
In the chromatic channels� edges and other high spatial frequencies are diminished since spatial
subtraction reduces the energy of these features� Hence the well�known fact that chromatic channels
have spatial lowpass characteristics�

� Image Processing in the Context of the Model

A generalized image processing scheme based on the proposed model is shown in Figure �� An
operator or set of operators ��i� is applied to each model channel �Ki�� This result is then added
to a weighted version of Ki� In this work� as a simple application� we have chosen chromatic edge
enhancement based on neighborhood operators� Hence�

�i � �iL� ���

where L� is the standard  �  Laplacian operator as de�ned in �� and Wi � 	� This is detailed
further in Section 
�	� This choice of operators and weights results in an enhancement operation
commonly used for color image enhancement �of RGB� known as unsharp masking ����

��� Chromatic Edge Enhancement

Although the separation of a color image into an achromatic and two opponent chromatic channels
is done by considering only the chromatic content� these channels have a de�nite spatial structure�
We know that spatial information is even more important to the HVS than is chromatic information�
Evidence for this is derived from our easy interpretation of black and white images or even of simple
line drawings�

To explain the importance of spatial information� Marr �
� suggested that the primal sketch
of an image serves as the basis for image understanding by the HVS� Edges� which constitute the
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We wanted to determine whether there is a visual di�erence in using the constant transform
as compared with an image matched model prior to enhancement� To this end� we selected an
image from the set of natural images� but one that was not used in the derivation of !h� We then
applied the same enhancement to two di�erent transformed versions of this image� One version was
obtained using the speci�c transform for this particular image� The other was obtained using !h�
the transform optimal for the set of natural images� We then performed the enhancement described
in Section 
�	 on both images� The results were perceptually indistinguishable�

The implication of this result is that the model can be used to derive constant transforms for
di�erent sets of images� These sets may be as diverse as the entire set of all natural images� This
general �constant� transform can be computed o��line� thus saving the time consuming process of
calculating the image�speci�c transform ! which takes about 	�� minutes on a Sun�� computer for
a color image of spatial resolution of �	�� �	�� The model can therefore be simpli�ed to two � 
linear matrix transformations� This simpli�ed procedure can easily be executed in real time on
video signals�

The constant opponent model used by van den Branden Lambrecht ��� and derived in �	�� is
based on a decorrelation of the cone response functions using a singular value decomposition� This
is an arbitrary linear transform whereas our constant transform is based on correlation reduction
in the cone response space of natural images which we assume that the HVS is best adapted to�

� Properties of the Model

The KLT redistributes the image energy so that its expected value in the achromatic channel is
maximized� Less than 	" of the energy is retained in the red�green channel and much less in the
blue�yellow channel� This is illustrated by the results of two natural images� as shown in Table 	 
one of a landscape view and one of a ship� transformed by the model� The red� green and blue
planes of these images have a near even energy distribution as is characteristic of such natural
images �	����
����

Image Original image Uniform space K space
R G B Y u v K� K� K�

View ����" ���" ���" ���
" 
��" ��" �����" �����" �����"

Ship ����" ��
" ����" ����" ��	" 	���" �����" �����" ����	"

Table 	� Proportion of total image energy in the original and transformed versions of two color
images�

In previous studies ����
���� where the KLT was used for coding purposes� the original RGB
values were transformed by the KLT� The energy distribution in the transformed planes in these
cases were of the order of K� � K� � K� � �
 � 	 � 	� The reason that we have achieved a much higher
concentration of energy in the K� channel relative to the other two channels is our transformation
of the cone tristimuli� Vl� Vm and Vs instead of the original RGB values� Looking at Figure 	� we
see that the amplitude of Vs��� relative to Vl��� and Vm��� is much smaller� Hence there is already
a measure of information compression prior to the transformation� Since the variance along the Vs
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Figure � �a� Spectral sensitivity of the achromatic �K�� channel compared to Judd�s relative
luminous e�ciency curve �Yj����� �b� and �c� depict the spectral sensitivity curves of the red�green
�K�� and blue�yellow �K�� channels� The K� curve has been shifted upwards for comparison and
the K� and K� curves are normalized� �a�� �b� and �c� are transformed versions of the curves
shown in Figure 	
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It is clear that �TRV ��� exists� and because the correlation matrix is real and symmetric and
therefore has orthogonal eigenvectors� !�� � !t ���� Therefore the complete inverse transform
always exists�

� Correspondence of Model to HVS

In this section we verify that the color opponent transform based on redundancy reduction is indeed
a good approximation to the HVS opponent transform�

If we assume that primates have evolved such that their visual system is best suited to their
natural environment� then the HVS opponent transform should be best adapted to natural daylight
images� To derive the HVS transform we selected eight natural daylight images and processed this
set using the model of Figure � to derive the opponent transform matrix� This resulted in the
constant transform matrix !h �see Section �� where�

!h �

�
��

����	� ����� �����
���
� �����	
 ���	�
� ������ ���	�� ������

�
�� ���

Using !h to transform the Vos�Walraven cone response curves shown in Figure 	 results in
the channel response functions shown in Figure � In Figure  �a� we can see the close agreement
between the model predicted K� channel and the modi�ed relative luminous e�ciency curve derived
by Judd �	��� K� therefore contains the luminance or black�white information and is called the
achromatic channel� The K� and K� chromatic response functions shown in Figure  �b� and
Figure  �c� respectively� are similar to the red�green and blue�yellow opponent color channels
psychophysically estimated �	��� These channels thus contain the opponent chromatic information�

Buchsbaum showed that maximal decorrelation predicts the HVS opponent color transform by
assuming that the image that reaches our eye belongs to an ensemble of images which have a broad�
band spectral �as opposed to spatial� Fourier frequency power spectrum �	��� Strictly speaking�
this is true only for images made up of a combination of monochromatic signals such as those used
in visual psychophysics� The constant transform !h which we have found using natural images� not
necessarily made up of monochromatic colors� is similar to Buchsbaum�s transformation matrix and
also yields channel response functions resembling those of the HVS� This result reinforces Buchs�
baum�s conclusion that the goal of the opponent transform in the retina is to achieve redundancy
reduction and information compression and con�rms that the HVS is optimally adapted to natural
scenes�

� Constant Opponent Transform

What distinguishes this model from other opponent color models ��� �� 	��	�� is that the opponent
transform is dynamically calculated for each image� In order to simplify the model so that it may be
used in real time it is desirable to use a constant transform� In Section  we showed that processing
a set of images with the model indicates that a constant HVS opponent transform is most suitable�
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an achromatic and two opponent chromatic channels� Thus the opponent transform can be viewed
as a method for removing redundant information arising from the high chromatic correlation of
natural scenes�

Derrico and Buchsbaum �	�� combined methods of spatial and chromatic correlation reduction
into a computational model of image coding in early vision� The �rst stage of their model consists of
performing an eigenvector transformation on the original red and green planes to reduce chromatic
correlation followed by predictive coding on the achromatic channel to reduce spatial correlation� By
applying this coding technique to only the red and green planes of a small collection of images they
transform an image into two channels which are known to have correlates in visual psychophysics�

In our image enhancement method� we have adopted this concept of determining the opponent
transform such that chromatic correlation is reduced� Optimal reduction of chromatic correlation
and information compression is achieved by performing a multi�spectral Karhunen�Lo�eve transform
�KLT� on the cone responses� This reduces chromatic correlation at each spatial location� Thus� the
opponent transform matrix� denoted by !� consists of the normalized eigenvectors of a chromatic
correlation matrix �	������ Since the cone responses are non�negative� the correlation matrix is
real and positive and will always have only one eigenvector whose entries are of like sign �	��� This
means that only one of the transformed channels generated by ! can be an all positive combination�
The other two channels must therefore be antagonistic� The all positive channel is labeled K�� The
two other antagonistic channels are labeled K� and K�� As we discuss in Section � K� represents
the achromatic or black�white component of the image while K� and K� represent the red�green
and blue�yellow components respectively� K� and K� are antagonistic since� for example� increasing
positive values of K� represent increasing values of red while decreasing negative values represent
increasing values of green�

Image processing is then performed on these opponent channels and the result is inverse trans�
formed back to the red� green and blue planes for display purposes� A block diagram of this
biologically�motivated processing scheme is depicted in Figure ��
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Figure �� Block diagram of the generalized system for chromatic enhancement
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Thus at each spatial location in the image we transform the RGB tristimuli to VlVmVs using
the color transform� TRV �

��� Separation of Achromatic and Chromatic Information

We have investigated various types of color image enhancement techniques including histogram
based methods ���� as well as the technique explained in Section 
�	� These methods were applied
to colored images transformed in various standard ways such as to the Y IQ� Y UV � and Y CrCb

color spaces orthogonalization �KLT transformation� of the raw RGB data as well as to a hue�
intensity and saturation space�Visual observation by a group of eight observers could not distinguish
any signi�cant local chromatic enhancement in any of these spaces� Therefore we began to consider
modeling the transformation of color similarly in the way it appears to be performed in the HVS�

Although we know that radiant energy is mapped into three spectral variables by the cone
responses and later into three opponent channels� the transformation from the cone trichromatic
responses to the opponent color responses of later retinal stages is still not absolutely clear�

By considering the HVS as an e�cient information processing system� some surprising results
have emerged� �E�cient� means that redundant information is reduced and energy is compressed
such that the channel capacity required to transmit the information at a given level of reliability is
minimized� Reasons for considering this approach in the HVS are that natural visual scenes contain
both spatial and chromatic regularities� making the retinal image contain much redundancy� In
addition� the ratio of photo�receptors to optic nerve �bers is at best 
 � 	 if we only consider
cones and about 	�� � 	 if we take rods into account as well ����� Thus if the initial photo�receptor
responses were left unaltered� the limited channel capacity of the optic nerve �bers leading to higher
stages of the HVS would be unable to cope with this large amount of data� This reasoning has led
to the hypothesis that the purpose of image transformation in the early visual system is to reduce
correlation and compress information prior to neural transmission �	���

Based on this hypothesis� Srinivasan et al �	�� accounted for the spatial pro�le of center�
surround retinal ganglion cell receptive �elds using a linear predictive �lter� They showed that the
spatially antagonistic center�surround structure of these receptive �elds decorrelate and suppress
an image signal� As such they can be viewed as a method for removing redundant information
arising from the high spatial correlation of natural scenes� Similarly Tsukamoto et al �	
� demon�
strated that the Gaussian pro�le of retinal ganglion cells is optimal in terms of minimizing spatial
correlation�

In terms of chroma� apart from the chromatic regularities of natural scenes� additional chromatic
correlation is due to the highly overlapping nature of the cone chromatic response functions as can
be seen in Figure 	� In a study of chromatic correlation reduction� Buchsbaum and Gottschalk �	��
used an eigenvector analysis to investigate the role of opponent type processing in color vision
as well as the relation between opponent color transforms and the initial cone responses� They
showed that redundancy reduction and information compression is achieved by a transformation to
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Figure 	� Vos�Walraven cone spectral sensitivity functions Vl���� Vm���� and Vs����
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The transformation� TRX � from RGB to the CIE XYZ tristimulus values for a standard tele�
vision monitor is derived as described in �	�� �
�� For other monitor systems a color calibration
procedure should be followed ������� The transformation� T

X
�
V

� from the modi�ed X
�

Y
�

Z
�

to

VlVmVs is well known �	�� 	��� The transformation from XY Z to X
�

Y
�

Z
�

which may be imple�
mented using the Vos equations ���� is a non�linear function of the luminance� It is� therefore�
constant for the whole image only if Y does not change across the image� Rather than calculate
the transformation for each pixel in the color image we have assumed that for image processing
purposes� the X

�

Y
�

Z
�

and XYZ values are su�ciently close that this transformation is not neces�
sary� This approach is veri�ed by Guth who has used the same approximation in his latest model
of color vision �	� as well as by the results we have obtained� We have adopted this simpli�cation
since it accelerates the transformation� This is important if the model is to be used for real�time
applications�

With this simpli�cation in mind� using matrix algebra we get�

TRV � �T
VX

� ��� � TRX ���

�



� The Enhancement Model

The spatio�chromatic enhancement is based on the opponent color theory �rst proposed by Her�
ing ��� which proposes three mechanisms that mediate in color vision� one that accounts for
red�green perception� a second for blue�yellow perceptions and a third for black�white or bright�
ness discrimination� Physiologically this theory is supported by the existence of red�green and
blue�yellow as well as luminance center�surround opponent receptive �elds in the retina �	���������
Luminance information is �rst transduced and processed non�linearly by the three cone types and
then� as the signals �ow through the retina� they are transformed to the three opponent responses�

The chromatic enhancement processor discussed in the following sections consists of three main
building blocks� Cone transformation �TRV � which transforms the image data into a cone response
space opponent transform �!� which decorrelates the cone responses and a signal processing stage�
This three stage model is illustrated in Figure �� The processing method is not intrinsic to the
model and is chosen according to what is required to be done to the image� For example for
edge enhancement this stage could be a simple spatial convolution or for compression it could be
a predictive coder� One method suitable for generalized enhancement is separate chromatic and
achromatic �luminance� edge enhancement�

��� Transformation to Cone Primaries

The input to the system for chromatic enhancement consists of red �R�� green �G� and blue �B�
planes of a colored image calibrated to the standard color television monitor primaries �	���
�� These
planes represent the camera�s response to the viewed scene� These responses are �rst transformed
to a set of responses more closely resembling that of the HVS cones� Note that the image RGB
planes may be calibrated to any monitor in order to derive the transformation to CIE tristimulus
values �������

There are three cone types involved in human color vision each of which contains a pigment
of di�erent spectral absorption characteristics� In the literature there exist a number of cone �fun�
damental� systems �so called Koenig Fundamentals �	���� The two most widely accepted sets of
fundamentals are those of Smith and Pokorny and of Vos and Walraven �	��� These two sets of spec�
tral absorption curves are very similar� The main di�erence is the relative response of the short
wavelength response function Vs���� Buchsbaum has shown that if we form opponent channels
following the considerations of redundancy reduction� then for a large range of relative responses
of Vs���� the resulting channels are independent of the actual response �	��� Since our model is
based on opponent channels� the choice between these two sets of curves is not critical and we have
arbitrarily chosen to use the Vos�Walraven set� These are illustrated in Figure 	� These curves are
termed Vl���� Vm���� and Vs���� where l�m�s stand for the long� medium and short wavelength cone
responses respectively �often associated with the Red� Green and Blue colors��

The response of the cones is non�linear mainly for very bright and very dark stimuli �	�����	��
As such this response mainly a�ects the perception of the very bright and very dark regions of
the image and therefore its main in�uence is on dynamic range� In this model we do not consider
dynamic range enhancement �	� and we therefore assume a linear cone response throughout the
stimulus range� Thus we need to �nd the �  transformation matrix� TRV � that transforms RGB





brightness only and in a sense� treat a colored image like an achromatic one� Another approach to
color image enhancement has been to transform the red� green and blue monochromatic planes to
the perceptually based hue� saturation and intensity space� In this space techniques such as simple
global saturation stretching ���� hue dependent saturation histogram equalization ��� and intensity
edge enhancement based on saturation �	�� have been attempted� A di�erent method based on
re�ection models has also been used to restore the �naturalness� at object�background boundaries
and is used when the color of an object in an image is changed manually using an image editing
program �		��

To overcome the lack of an obvious metric space� we have been investigating an opponent color
model of the early HVS and the e�ects of chromatic edge enhancement within the framework of
this model� Previously� opponent color models have been based on a constant transform from
cone responses to chromatic channels �	� �� 	��	��� This transformation has been derived by �tting
model parameters to various sets of psychophysical data� This approach has been found to be
useful in cases where the models so derived are used for predicting further psychophysical responses�
However� when the visual stimulus is more complex than sinusoidal gratings or colored patches�
these models do not necessarily re�ect accurately the behavior of the HVS�

A possible clue to the purpose of the spatio�chromatic opponent processing in the visual system
has been revealed by considering the HVS as an e�cient information processing network� Natural
scenes contain both spatial and chromatic redundancies� If these redundancies were retained�
the limited bandwidth of the channel that transmits retinal signals to higher stages of the visual
system� and processing capabilities within these higher visual stages would be unable to cope with
the signals� This implies that already in the retina� before the signal is transmitted to higher
visual stages� there is a need for redundancy reduction� This supposition has led to modeling
various early HVS processes by mechanisms of redundancy reduction� These early processes include
center�surround receptive �elds �	��� their Gaussian pro�le �	
�� as well as the opponent color
transform �	��	���

In this paper we describe a model that �rst transforms the �red�� �green�� and �blue� planes of
a digital image into a three�dimensional color space similar to that characteristic of the HVS cone
response space of Vos�Walraven �	���Chromatic correlation is then reduced using a multispectral
Karhunen�Lo�eve transform� This results in three new channels which we show to be an achromatic�
or luminance channel� and two opponent chromatic channels� red�green and blue�yellow� Empirical
results on a wide variety of images show that the achromatic channel contains over ��" of the total
image energy� It is spatially broadband as it contains all spatial frequencies from DC upwards �����
In contrast the chromatic channels are shown to have most of their energy in the low spatial
frequency region and to contain negligibly little energy� In spite of the small amount of energy in
the chromatic channels� we show that biologically motivated edge enhancement of the chromatic
channels results in enhancement not obtainable by achromatic manipulation alone ��	��This is an
unexpected result since due to the very little energy of the chromatic channels they are usually
assumed to be less important for imparting the perception of image sharpness and consequently
are further decimated by sub�sampling especially for coding purposes ����� Finally we show� by
experiment� that our biologically motivated processing scheme provides color detail enhancement
not obtainable using other methods�
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Abstract

We have developed a technique for color image enhancement based on a model of the Human
Visual System �HVS�� A color image represented by RGB is �rst transformed into a color space
based on the HVS cone response characteristics� Subsequently� chromatic correlation reduction
and energy compression is realized by using a multispectral Karhunen�Lo�eve transform �KLT�
of the cone responses� This yields a color opponent space related to the HVS characteristics�
Spatial energy distribution is highly skewed	 the chromatic channels contain signi�cantly less
relative energy than in standard opponent spaces such as Y UV � A constant transform� which
closely approximates the input�dependent KLT� has been found� In spite of the little spatial en�
ergy in the chromatic channels� chromatic edge enhancement in this space does add signi�cantly
to the perception of image detail and enhances its chromatic �delity� as compared with stan�
dard edge enhancement of only the luminance channel� Chromatic edge enhancement is also less
sensitive to noise than achromatic edge enhancement� Owing to the simplicity of the transform
and enhancement processes� they can be employed for processing real�time video signals�

� Introduction

A basic limitation in the development of color image enhancement algorithms is the lack of a
quantitative measure of image quality� Although some attempts have been made in this direction �	�
��� it is still unclear what is the appropriate metric space in which to evaluate color image quality�
Recently van den Branden Lambrecht ��� proposed a quality metric for color moving pictures based
on an opponent�colors theory and a spatio�temporal vision model� Color image quality metrics
however remain unclear and one should therefore consider the design of the human visual system
�HVS� as a basis for color image enhancement�

Such an approach has been followed for the general enhancement of black and white images
where� for example� the importance of edges has led to various edge and other high frequency
enhancement techniques �
�� On the other hand� there has been little investigation into the inter�
action of the HVS with color for the purpose of the design of color image enhancement methods�
One example worth mentioning is Faugeras� homomorphic model for color image processing �	� ��
in which the structure of the HVS is exploited to achieve color constancy and improve dynamic
range�

In general though� there seems to be an agreement that �we can process each of the three
monochrome images separately and combine the results� ���� implying that it is su�cient to enhance

	


